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ABSTRACT

A design methodology for Command and Control organizations is

introduced in whch the data flow structure is determined first and then

the decision-making organization design is obtained. The data flow

structure design focuses on information processing schemata whereas the

decision-making organization design focuses on the allocation of functions

to the decisionmakers. Data flow structures are generated and are

subsequently augmented and transformed into Cu organizations. The
candidate organizational designs are evaluated on the basis of their

Measure of Effectiveness; and the design with the highest MOE value is
selected. An example is used to illustrate the methodology. _, • -  _
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ABSTRACT the desired response. A cost is assigned to the

discrepancy between the actual and desired
A design methodology for Coand and Control response. This cost is computed for each input

organizations is introduced in which the data flow task and each decision strategy. One accuracy
structure is determined first and then the measure is the expected value of the cost which is
decision-making organization design Is obtained, computed using the probability distribution of the
The data flow structure design focuses on input tasks (Levis. 19841.
information processing schemata whereas the
decision-making organization design focuses on the Timeliness expresses the ability of CS
allocation of functions to the decisionmakers organizations to respond to an incoming
Data flow structures are generated and are stimulus or task within the allotted time. The
subsequently augmented and transformed into C allotted time Is a time interval (TminoT
organizations. The candidate organizational defined by the properties of the stimulus and e
designs are evaluated on the basis of their Measure objectives of the C5 organization. The threshold
of Effectiveness and the design with the highest Tmax is such that if the C' organization selects
MOE value is selected. An example is used to a response to the input after that threshold. there
Illustrate the methodology, will not be enough time to execute (implement) the

1. INTRODUCTION 
response.

The time elapsed between the instant an input
The design of Comand and Control organiea- is received and an output is produced by the C

tions must address a multitude of questions: organization is the Tim delay or Response time.
specifically how to partition the task into The expected time delay (expected response time) is
subtasks how many organization members to chooses a meaure of performance that can be used to
how to allocate the subtaska to the various "ans& the timeliness of C1 organizations. If
mmbers; bow to select the scheme of information the expected response time is within the interval
exchange among the members (protocols): what kind (Tain, Tr). the Ca organization' response Is
of ommunication harware is required for timely ti ol [lreadakis and Levis. 1087].
transmission of information and data in a given
operating environmenta what the structure of the The task prooessin4 rate of the C
required databases and the specifications of the Organization is defined as the processing rate that
respective harw re should bet and bow to design can be maintained without queueing of the Input
decision aids and allocate them to the tasks. and without queueing of information at any
decisionmaer8 (Di~s). A methodology is presented stage of proceing.
that addresses these questions so that the design ss
of Command and Control organizations bece a Workload represents the amount of mental
structured process. effort expended by the individual deciilomakers %

in order to perform their assigned tuts.
The properties that characterise a decision- Since there is uncertainty associated with the

making organization can be quantified by the stimuli (inputs) to the Ca organization,
oorrespondiai Measuaes of Performance (MOls decisiona er mst have available appropriate
MOPS for C organizations include accuracy. procedures to man"s the situation and select a
response time, task processing rate. and workload response . The model developed by netcher and
of the individual organization members. Levis 11981. 1982) postulates that the

decisioalr is well trained and can select amncg
Accuracy measures the degree to which the several procedures In order to process the

actual organization response matches the desired available Information.
or ideal response. For each Input task, a
mapping known to the organization designer defines The analytical framework for workload

computation is N-dimenional Information Theory.
(Reisbeck. Shannon and Weaver. Conant]. A

eThis work was carried out at the MIT Laboratory surrogate of the Information processing workload
for Information and Decision 3ystems with support is Introduced which Is quantified by the total
from the Office of Naval Research under Contract activity. Since the decisionmakers are asmed
No. N00014-84-K-0519. to be limited in their capacity to process
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information and make decisions, a bounded
rationality constraint has been introduced: T ( T. [3]

_Fe  
[1] Task processing rate R greater than task arrival

where 0 is the total activity of the procedures R > R. [4]

performed by a docislon-maker in bits/symbol, F, is The constraints that must be observed are that
the Information processing rate that characterizes the docisionmakers not be overloaded, L.e the
Individual decisionmakers, in bits/seo. and v is decisionmakers' information processing rate F be
the mean time alocated to the decisionmaker o 3less than the rationality threshold F:
process each task in se/slymbol.

Measures of Performance (MOPs) are functions F ( F, for every decisionmaker Is)

of the organization parameters. In the case of Ca III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
organizations, these parameters include the
decisions of individual decisianmakers3. If a The design methodology has four phases (Fig.
deoisionmaker has two procedures. . and Q, 1): in Phase 1 an algorithm for generating data
available for assessing the situation or seleoting flow structures produces a set of candidate
a response.t his decision strategy is represented by designs, from which a few representative ones are
the probabilities of using procedure Q, and 5so PL selected. In Phase 2. the activity of the
and p,- 1-p 1  respectively. These probabilities Individual functions or processes, the accuracy,
represent the relative frequency of use of the the processing time, and the processing rate of
procedures, each data flow structure are computed. In Phase

The vector, whose elements are the decision 3. each data flow structure is augmented and

strategies of all the declslonmakers of t transformed into a C organization in which the

o z dt , functions have been allocated to decisionmakere and
organization. The et of all possible vlues of the communication protocols have been designed. Inorgniaton.Th st f al osibe vlus f hase 4, the evaluation at the mesures of
the decision strategies defines the decision space. a

To each such strategy corresponds a value of the performance of each C organization is performed

vector of MOfs the set of strategy values and then the respective measures of effectiveness

determines a set of values in the HOP space. are oomputed.

Measures of Effectiveness (H0gs) quantify the DATA PLOW
degree to which an organization (system) meets its sTucUFA
requirements [Ifouton LNer, lU21 Levis, 1J98). In
order to asess the effectiveness of an
organization the organization's NOPs are compared ,wae
to the organization's requirements for all
decision strategies. Measures of Effectiveness cANOIOAT-

(MMb), quantities that result from this 0 IcIoN
oomparlson, can be computed in the decision
strategy space by Identifying all decision
strategies that satisfy the requirements. One
possible Measure of Iffeotivemess Is the ratio of cTWve a m Vccuucv
decision strategies that satisfy the requirements CWoATsM imePFAOCs Tam
to the total WM r of deCision strategies. A Pc ft

11. MUMrOOMMATO5 511 OOP?*?w
II. P303.36 FOUTIO

This paper istroduoe as approaoh to the I
design of Comad and Control orgamLsations using pU€ oM AocAoM

the following formulatien of the design problem: "Of p"od I
Given a mission ad a set of tUsd to be performed.
design a C* orgealsla that is oeurste. timely.
exhibits a tas proemaming rate that Is hIgher than
the task arrival ate, adwse deiiomakers e are l
not overloaded. YLMm

These qualitative desin requirements can be -
stated explicitly:

Accuracy greater than a threashold. or equivaletly. masm on '
expected ooet J les than some threshold J, Fa

J ( is I!

Timeliness measure T lees than some threshold T.: figure 1. Design Metbodology Flowchart
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The designs obtained in this matter are
revised to increase their meure of effectiveness
by Introducing decision aids, changing the
function allocation, or modifying the protocols. OF MP RF
The Introduction of the hardware and its associated
software (the comand and control system), i.e. the FLOW TYPE I

specifications for the required decision aids and
databases as wall as for the communications links. 0 3
transforms each decilaon-making organization into O OF
the corresponding Comand and Control organization. FLOW TYPE 2

Finally, a Command and Control organization is :
selected from the candidate designs on the basis of
the greatest MOE value. pR FP

FLOW TYPE 3
Phase 1: Data flow structure generation

The Petri Net formalism is used to represent Figure 2. Information Flow Types
the data flow structures. The processing stages are
represented by transitions. wheres the data or
information that are Input or output of the Classification of data flow structures
processing stages are represented by places. The
availability of data or information at specific The classification is performed on the basis
places of the Petri Not is represented by the of the data flow types that are present in the
existence of tokens in the respective places. In data flow structure. The feasible combinations
order to describe the information processing, the and the corresponding classe thus defined are:
following stages are introduced:

pure flow type 1: class 1
Initial prooessin [XV): this stage receives pure flow type 2: class 2
data from the sensors and perform pure flow type 3: cls 3
preliminary situation assessment. combination of flow type I aqd flow type 2:

clas 12
Data fusion (Dr): this stage receives an combination of flow type I and flow type 3:
combines (fae) the results of IP. class 13 (indistinguishable from 12)

combination of flow type 1, flow type 2, and
ddle prosig EP]: this stage follows the flow type 3: class 123.
stage and perflorm situation assessment.

The combination of flow type 2 and flow type 3 is
Results Ousion [JWI: this stage combine not feasible. Given a class and the number
the results of several W stages. of inputs, the data flow structures of the

clas are oharaterised by two parametere: the
Final progo!M (FP): this stage operates degree of omplezIty and the degree of redundancy.
on te outce o1 the RV stage and "leot& a
response. I.e., It produces an output. e of o lexoitz of a data fusion Dl

nods e on fon 11r) node) is the number o?
Interactions betwee stages initial processing [(P) nodes (middle processing

[W nodes) that are connected to the fusion node.
In order to design a data flow structure. The term oemplezity is Justified by the observation

the permissible Lteratios amoag processng that the more data that are fed to a dota fusion
stages mat be established. Theme are: [] node, the mere complex the middle prooasing

(3W] is. Similar oonsidoeratios apply to the
IF 4 WV or IF 4 1W results futson (NIV and final processing (P
DV4P or OF 4 VP nodes.

IPF
I F VP DeMe of ~ceplezity of the DP stage (or IF

staO) Is the muzimm of the 6egrees of complexty
It should be meted that more than one IF of the Individual W (N) nodes.
node ca be oommeeted to one D 'e or one NV
node and more thea ee 3W node am e connected 211M of reduadan y of an iatial processi
to One NW node. wes eaetly one HP node can ] no" (or middle processing [3W) node) is the
follow each W ndo anm exatly one " node can mmbr of data fuslon (DV) nodes (result fusion
follow each IF node or Dr nde. IN) nde) that receive dtaa (results) from the

am initial precessiag IF (middle processing 8W)
Thus. the permsslble Information flow types node. The term redundancy ia Jusi fled by the

are (Fi. 2): observation that the ame Irformation Is
comunicated to more than one processing paths of

IF4 D 4 Mr 4 or F flow type 1 the data flow structure.
IF 4 D 4 flow type 2
WI 4 It + r? flow type 3



Denree of redundanyo of the D steag (or 1f
stage) is the maximum of the degrees of redundancy
of the Individual IP (NP) nodes corresponding to rdf. rdf df.
the l (IF) stage.

It the struture hs both data fusion and a U f dta (6b)

results fusion stages. two degrees of complexity r r rO
and two degrees ot redundancy are required for Its rfs rf trfs
ohsarcterizatIon. figures 2 and 4 depict two class
i structures, with #&won inputs each. in rig. 3 and
the degree of ooplexity a in 2 and the degree of
redundancy r is 2. wbereas in Fig. 4 the degre of 6
complexity a Is 3 and the degree of redundancy r Is 0 rfL f rf.
3. Zn both oases. all fusion nodes have the same
degre of ocmplexity and the same degree of are generated. Having loooted the candidate data
redundancy. This seed not be the case. In general, flow structures. the design proceeds with Pbase 2

In order to generate candidate data flow wbich computes the mops of the data flow

structures from each class, the ranges of the structures.

degre of complexity and the degree of redundancy
for the f and W stages mst be specified. Those
are selected by coasidering the adaptability of the
data processi g functions required by the task to
the proeesig scheme represented by the data flow
structure. as well as the minium connectivity
requirements to meet survivability.

qI

Figure 4. Class 2 Structure.o *-, r-3

phase 2: MrW cemputation f or the date flow
structures.

The obJeetivee Of the Seemed phase are to

Fiustreet . lass.l compute the total activity and, tereforet. an
Figue 1.Clas 2 truture* cS * -I stimate of the processing time of each function.

Owee tbese rages 04dil ), r4 ~ r the aceursey ef the response. amd as estimate of
ftdts U>a1 the proeeslIft rate rawe of the data flow

&I strelg sa (r.. .. aehe mlete structure. in ord4er to compute these Quantities.
ures With toe algorttau that perform the d"a procesiga

mast be developed and be Ilmented in Software.

A
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The computation of total activity of the transitions. Information flow paths are the paths
functions Is based on the Information theoretic on the Petri Net that emanate from the input and
model (Doettoher and Levis. 1962). The entropy terminates at the output.* The processing time along
N(v) of the discrete random variable w Is defined each information flow path Is the sum of the

as: procesin tines of the transitions that belong to
the path. The inverse ot the maximum processing
time is the minimum processing rate of the data

HMv t- -wi log Pr(w-w )] (7) flow structure. The processing rate range thus

i~r{~ii iobtained is only an estimate of the range of the
Decision-making organization. since it does not
take Into account the delays along the

If the bae" of the logarithm is 2.* then the entropy communicati on links that will be introduced in
Is measured In bits.* The total activity 0 of a Phase 3.
function Implemented by one algorithm is:

If the task arrival rate is loe than the
minimum processing rate.* the C& organizration that

a MY + a(x) + R(y) Is) will be designed from the data flow structure is
likely to satisfy the processing rate requirement.
If the task arrival rate is greater than the
mauimum processing rate. mltiple processing

were z is the input, y is the output. and (wi) are channels. which are copies of the basic data flow
the internal variables of the algorithm, structure must he introduced.* so that the arriving

tooks an be assigned to alternate channels of the
If two algorithms can be used alternatively to C organization.

Implement the function. then the total activity of
the function is:

Pheas 1: Transformation of data flow structures

a -p1 p a0 * ,G aMp1  *a a(p) MN(K) + M(Y) - into C' organizations.

In Phase S. each candidate data flow structure

where p. and p. are the probabilities of use of is augmented and is transfoermed into a
algorthm Iand 2 0, ad 0, ectheicLonmking orgnalnation. During this phase,

algorithms ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a a n .p.~1 G n ~U functions are allocated to the decisionmakers, the
total activities of algorithms 1 and 2,*a and a required oamnication processeis are introduced ad
are the number of internal variables of algoritm represented by transitions on the Petri Net.* and
I and 2.* and I is the entropy of a binary variable. finally the protocols for information exchange

In oder o o~ate thee enropes *the een doiaiomkers are selected (synchronous vs
probability mass functions of these variables mst aynrnU
be obtained. This comptation Is performed by Function alloation: Functions allocated to a
simulating the decision-mking proce"ss d keepin doeisiomker must observe 3 requirements: (1) They
track of the values obtained by the variables an most be related through an input-output relatio-
their respective frequency. At the se time,* the ship. *I.e. the output of on fUaction must he the
accuracy of the reepone is computed. Thea a input to the next function pert od by the
representative value Fe of the processing rate of decisicemaher so that each deciscomasker processes
the human decisiommaker Is selected and the isformatim relevant to the som subtasks (2) They
processing time T, of funasm I Is compu ted. must belodg to different sllces on the Petri Not so

a a~/*I that they observe oemourromoy 3 and (3) They mstT conform to the specialization of the respective

The proessing tines thus obtied am eiseeae
subsequently used in the cemputation of the Requirements I and 2 are satisfied by
response time of the erganasmtim. the timeliness fNections that are on the som information flow
measureWs) e nd the presain rate. Therefore, pt;tool ucin htbln ote&

th okodcntaa* ilb aife information flow path are considered for allocationthe C, organiation that vill be develeped from to a particualar dei i r . When such a set of
these data flow strutares have been designed "0 functions Is allcated to a decisioFaker * a
that enough time in alloed for the deIoiicmere reseuree Place 1 li11i1" , 1061 Is Introduced that
to execute their aseied tafs.s Is an output place of the last and as Input place

Next,* an estimate of the presessing rate rane o th feii~krs rmio alctd o te
is computed a follows: me pregeseing rate r, of dcaomkr
transition (function) I Is :Phase 4: MOPs and HN evaluation for the C*

ri. *F /01 (0 organizations.

Assuming that each transition is "sidto a per pIhs 4 the computation Of the measures Of
diferet dcisoomer.theemamumproessng erfrmace of the candidate deassomaking

rate of the data flow structure is equal to the organization designs in performed. Specifically
minima of the proessing rates of the individual the Accuracy J.* Timeliness T and Processing late R

P



are computed. Thea the Measure of Etfeotiveness of In Figure S. data from the three inputs are
esob design, defined in the decision strategy space fused in two DF nodes.The fact that there exist
5s the ratio of the number of decision strategies data from three inputs that can be fused, leads to
that satisfy the requirments to the total number the selection of a degree of complexity, a, for the
of decision strategies, Is omeputed. It the MOB is data fusion stage equal to 3.
not satisfactory.iterations are performed to modify
the design so that the WO value is increased. The The degree of redundancy for the data fusion
modifications may include alternative function stage depends on the requirements on survivability
allocation, introduction of decision aids and of the C" organization as well as the number of
databaso and revision of the comemunication assets that are available for the tak (in this
protocols. Finally Th. design having the highest case the number of platforms). If the degree of
MCI value Is selected. redundancy r is set to r., then the data will be

fused In r e fusion stages that can be interpreted
IV. XAMPLE: NAVAL ANTII AR WARFARE to correspond to r. sectors of the air-space. In

this example the redundancy r for the DF stage is 2
The objective in this case is to design the corresponding to a north and a south sector.

Command and Control organization for naval anti air
warfare. The results of the middle processing stage are

the determination of the assets to be deployed to
The Inputs to this organization are: data from each sector to respond to the situation. Thus, if

airborne radar, from friend-foe-neutral identifica- the assets are common to all sectors, the results
tion, and from radar on the platform. The outputs fusion has a degree of complexity c equal to the
of the organization are: comands for aircraft number of sectors. If it is desirable to allocate
deployment and comands for missile deployment, dedicated assets to groups of sectors, then the
The computations of the MOPs of the data flow degree of oomplexit) of the results fusion stage
structure In phase 2 and the HOPs of the decision- for such a group will be equal to the number of
making organization in phase 4 follow the procedure sectors in each group. In the example depicted in
presented In Androadais and Levis 1187). To Fig. S the degree of complexity c of the RF stage
Illustrate the design methodology, the data flow is 2.
structures of phase I and the operations of phase 3
that transform the data flow structure into a The degree redundancy of the RF stage depends
decialotmiking organization are sbown in Fig. s again on the nature of the assets and their
through 8. In Figure S. a class I data flow capabilities. Sinoe there are two kinds of assets.
structure Is deplcted, in which all Information aircraft and aLiasils the results fusion stage my
flow paths are of flow type 1. whreas in Figure have a degree of redundancy of 2. In the example
6. a class I da"ta flow structure I shaown, in which depicted In Figure S, the degree of redundancy of
all Information flow paths are of flow type 2. the iF stage is 21 and reflects the fusion of the
Thse" are two representative flow structures that results in two AF stages corresponding to two asset
have been selected at the end of Phase 1. allocation functions, namely aircraft deployment

and aisile deployment.

Finally, in Figure 6 a class 2 structure is

own depicted. Data from the three sources are fused in
MItwo D modes. One F node processes the information

10 to deploy aircraft. whereas the other F? node F
prooeses the information to deploy missiles. In

othis example, a - $ and r - 2.

The difference between the two structures is %

the existence of the middle processing nodes, which
represents the task subdivision into north and
South sectors, and the results fusion nodes in the
class 1 structure.

Figure s. Clss I Structure for AW figures 7 and I illustrate the operations
.i required for the transformation of the data flow

structure Into a decisionmaking organization. In .4
now OPOPW~ Fig. 7. one possible function allocation is

.90 depicted. The introduction of the availability
place for each decisomiaker represents the fact
that a doolsionakor is limited in the number of
tasks that he can perform at any time. The mauim
number is denoted by the Initial number of tokens
in the availability place. Zn Fig. 8. the

MOM Ocoomnoation processes are represented by the
introduction of one transition for each process and
the appropriate places that represent the protocols
(in this ase digital links and asynchronous

Figure 4. Class 2 Structure for AAW protocols).

% % %
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